Posting Title: WebFOCUS Developer / Software Engineer
Location: Atlanta, GA
Current Need:
This is an outstanding WebFOCUS Business Intelligence opportunity! The selected candidate for will design, develop,
deploy and maintain applications, and may be required to perform data modeling and problem resolution analysis.
Selected candidate will design WebFOCUS reporting solutions from user requirements gathered from client. Additionally,
candidate will design, modify, or recommend database changes to maximize the WebFOCUS reporting application’s
business value to the client. The candidate will ensure back-end data sources are properly integrated into front-end
reporting solution. The candidate will also perform development and testing of the WebFOCUS application.
This position requires coordination with clients to review software application requirements and provide/propose technical
solutions and architectural design enhancements. Candidate will be responsible for high-level technical communication
with the customer on a regular basis and as such requires limited supervision.
The role’s primary responsibility will be to create Views, Reports and Dashboards that maximize value to the client and
provide effective front-end solutions. In addition, the candidate will develop interactive web applications, dashboards,
and reports that include: ad-hoc end user reporting, data validation and data cleansing, development of dynamic
parameterized reports and interactive charts for integration into web applications and distribution via WebFOCUS
ReportCaster.
Candidate will be required at times to perform project management tasks including identifying client issues and handling
them appropriately while communicating to Aviiva management. The selected candidate will at times participate in
estimating a WebFOCUS solution during the sales cycle.
Required Skills:
 Distributed implementation of WebFOCUS Application Server, Reporting Server and ReportCastor.
 Extensive expertise in WebFOCUS Developer Studio, creating master files and connection files, creating HTML
pages using WebFOCUS, and creating dashboards.
 Experience with WebFOCUS Security interfaces, configuration options, and APIs
 Self-motivated with strong technical communication and problem resolution skills.
 Sound knowledge of SDLC, CMM, and Agile Development.
Desired Technology Skills:
 Experience with WebFOCUS InfoAssist, iWay Data Quality Center, Data Profiler, and DataMigrator.
 Experience with SQL Server, Oracle, Rainstor, Hadoop, DB2, ODBC, OLTP, and OLAP.
 Experience with JavaScript, PowerScript, Windows Batch Scripting, and HTML.
Additional Nice to Have Skills:
 Experienced in common networking technology and load balancing options for the WebFOCUS environment.
 Experience creating test plans and web service testing experience.
 Experience with multiple server platforms.
Minimum Experience:
 5 years of WebFOCUS Development experience.
 Bachelors with 5 years IT experience /OR/ Associates with 7 years IT experience /OR/ High School Diploma with
10 years IT experience.
Education:
 Minimum 4-year degree in computer science or related field or equivalent experience
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